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A PROPERTY OF THE SATURATED BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS
BY
s. NEGH,EPONTI~ 1)
(Communicated by Prof. .T. DE GROOT at the meeting of September 26, 1970)
Let B" denote the unique saturated ( = homogeneous-universal) Boolean
algebra of cardinality ex, where ex=exe.:= L {ex/l: (3<ex}, and let Se.: be its
Stone space. We identify Be.: with the Boolean algebra of open-and-closed
subsets of Se.:' Be.:* denotes the family of non-empty open-and-closed
subsets of S ,,, and Be.:*e.: = L {Be.: */l: (3 <ex} (where sum and powers are taken
in the cardinal sense). Thus, if ep E Be.: *e.: then ep: (3<1> --';>- Be<*, where (3<1> is a
cardinal less than IX. The object of this note is the proof of the following
result.
Theorem. (a) For each subfamily if> of Be.:*, of cardinality less than
ex, there is a subfamily F <p of Be.:* of cardinality ex, such that
ep(nr.(X\Y)#0 for all epEif>, ~<(3<1>' XEF<p, YEF<p, X#Y.
(b) There is a subfamily if> of Be.:* of cardinality iX, such that for every
subfamily F of B;*, the condition
epr. (X\Y)#0 for all epEif>, XEF, YEP, X#Y
implies that IFI,;;;; 1.
The first part of this theorem is analogous (for those cardinals ex for
which ex = (3+ = 2/l for some /3), to C. KURATOWSKI'S result in [K], stated
there essentially for the Boolean algebra of all subsets of a set of infinite
cardinality (3, modulo the ideal of sets of cardinality less than (3.
Our proof relies on the characterization of So, given in theorem 1.7
of [N]. We recall that for an open set U in Se.:' its type .(U) is the smallest
cardinal y, such that U is equal to the union of y open-and-closed subsets
of Se" The following statement is an elementary consequence of Corollary
1.5 and theorem 1.7 of [N].
Lemma 1. The space Se.: is compact, totally disconnected, having
ex open-and-closed sets, and with no isolated points, satisfying the following
two (equivalent) conditions.
(A) Every proper open subset of Se.: of type less than ex is not dense
and it is O*-embedded in Se.:'
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(B) If U, V are two (possibly empty) disjoint open subsets of S ex'
and i(U)+i(V) < CX , t hen t here is a non-empty open-and-closed set W
such that U n W = 0, V C W .
Moreover, an y two spaces satisfying these condit ions are homeomorphic.
The fundamental lemma in the proof of the theorem is the following.
Lemma 2. Let fJ <cx and let (V .).<,8 be It family of non-empty open-
and-closed subset s of S ex ' Then, there is a family (W.).<1i of non-empty
open-and-closed subsets of S ex ' such t hat W. C V"for$<13, and W.n W,=0
for $<' <13.
Proof. We employ t ransfin ite induct ion on all
Let W o(O) = Yo.
Let $ < 13 and assume that we have defined sets
'YJ <C< $, such that
V o= Wo(O) ~ Wo(l) :> ~ lVo(1]) ~ ••• ~ Wo( C):> .
V1 ~ :> WI (1) :> :> TV1(I]) ~ ... :> WI (C) :> .
where
W1](C) is a non-empty open-and-closed subset of S ex'
W1](C ) n W1] ,(C) = 0 for a ll t/ #t/, 'YJ , 'YJ' < C-
We define W1] (~ ) for all 'YJ <$. Note that t he set n W1](C) is non-empty,
'1,,;;,<.
by the compactness of Sex' and it has non-empty interior for every 'YJ<$,
by condition (B) of lemma 1. Let W1](~) be any non-empty open-and-closed
subset of n W1] (C), Clea rly, the family {Wr/~) : TI <$} consists of pairwise
'1<,<.
disjoint non-empty subsets of S ex '
We now consider the set V. and emp loy a subsidiary induction on
all ordinals tl < $.
For 'YJ = 0, choose sets Wo (~) , V~ ,o such that
TVo(~) , V$,O are non-empty , open-and-closed subsets of Sex'
Wo(~) C lfo(~) , V~ ,o C V~,
Wo(~) n V~,o= 0.
In choosing such sets, we merely use the fact that B", has no isolated
elements.
Let 'YJ <$. We assume inducti vely that for all J.< 'fj we have defined
sets TVA(~) , V~ ,A such that
WA(~) ' V~,J. a re non-empty , open-and-closed subsets of Sex'
W..1,(~) C lfo(~) ,
V~ :> V~ ,o ~ V~ ,1 ~ ... :J V~,A ~ .. . ,
WA(~) n V~ , ..1, = 0.
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Using condition (B) of lemma 1, we choose a non-empty open-and-
closed set V~'l7 such that
V~.l7 C n V~.A..
A<1J
We then choose sets Wl7(~)' V~'l7 such that
W17(~)' V~'17 are non-empty, open-and-closed subsets of Sa,
Wr/~) C Wl7(~)' V~.1] C V~.l7'
Wl7(~) n V~'17=0,
again only using the fact that S" has no isolated elements. This completes
the subsidiary induction.
Let W~(~) be any non-empty open-and-closed subset of n V~'l7' using
TJ<~
once more condition (B) of lemma 1. It is clear that the family {W17(~):
1)<::~} consists of pairwise disjoint non-empty open-and-closed subsets of
Se' for each ~ </J. This completes the induction.
We have defined non-empty open-and-closed sets Wl7(~) for all ~<f3,
fl<::~, such that
W17(~) ~ wr/n for ~ < ~' < (1,
Wl7(~)C Vry,
{W17 (~) :1) <::n consists of pairwise disjoints sets for each ~ < /3.
We employ condition (B) of lemma 1 to find a non-empty open-and-
closed subset W17 of n W17 (~). The family (W ~ )~<P satisfies the conditions
of the lemma. 1J~~<{3
Lemma 3. Let IJ<IX and 4>:f3---+Ba* be any mapping. Then, there
IS Fq, C B; * such that 1Fq,1 =IX and such that
4>(~)n(X\Y)*0 for ~<f3, XEFq" YEFq" X*Y.
Proof. We use lemma 2 to find a mapping 1jJ: {J ---+ B;* such that
"1' <, 4> (i.e., 1jJ(~) C 4>(~) for ~< (3) and 1jJ(~) n 1jJ(C) = 0 for all ~ «t; < 13. A non-
empty open-and-closed subset of S" is easily seen to satisfy the conditions
of lemma 1, and hence is homeomorphic to Sa' For every ~< 13 let
h~: S" ---+ 1jJ(~) be a homeomorphism of Sa onto 1jJ(~). Furthermore, let F*
be a family of pairwise disjoint non-empty open-and-closed subsets of Sa'
such that IF*I =IX. Such a family can be found as a maximal family of
pairwise disjoint non-empty open-and-closed subsets of S", containing a
given infinitely countable such family, and employing condition (A) of
lemma 1 to prove that its cardinality must be equal to IX. For every
AEF*, define F A= Uh~(A). Note that if AEF*, BEF*, A*B, then
~<{3
AnB=0 and hence FAnFB= U[h~(A)nh~(B)]=0. Define GA=
~<(3
= U [1jJ(~)\h~(A)]. Note that FA n GA= 0 and that FA, GA are open
~<{3
subsets of Sa of type less than IX. Hence, by condition (B) of lemma 1,
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there is an open-and-closed set F (A) in S" , such t hat F(A ) n GA=0,
FA C F (A ). Let F </>= {F(A ) :A EF*}. It is clear t hat F is a one-to-one
correspon de nce of F* onto F </>' and hen ce IF<1>1 = <X . Further , let A E F* ,
B EF * , A #B, ~ < (3 . Then, 4>(~) n (F(A)\F(B))"J 1p (~ ) n (F(A) \F(B))"J
"J 1p (~ ) n (F A\ F (B )) = 'P (~ ) n F A= h~(A) # 0. This comp lete s t he proof of
the lemma.
Pr o of of (a ) . Let 4> :fJ</> -'i>- B ,,* for every 4> E<P , where fJ</> <<x. Let
{3 = L {fJ</> : 4> : l/l}. Since <X = <x", <X is regular and , thus , fJ < <X. Let fP: ! -'i>- B"*
be given by l/l(~) = 4> (~) for ~ E fJ</>, An applicati on of lemma 3 to l/l proves
t he statement .
Proof of (b). Acco rding to theorem 3.5 of [N] , t he space SIX contains
a P ,,-point p, i.e. , an element p having the property that the intersection
of less than <X neighborh oods of p is a neighborhood of p . It is easy to define
inductively a family l/l= (Voh<1X of c< pairwise disjoint non-empty open-
and-closed subsets of S", such that if V is any neighborhood of p , then
V"J V< for all ~> ';0, for some ~o (depending on V), ~o < <x . Let now F
be any family in B ", *, cont a in ing at least two eleme nt s X , Y suc h that
V~ n (X \Y) #0 and Von (Y\X) #0 for all'; <C< . Since every neighborhood
of p contains all sets Vo' '; >~o , and since X \ Y, Y\X a re both open-and-
closed subsets of S" , it follows t hat p E X \ Y, p E Y\X, a contradiction.
The following question is open: Let Y. be any infi ni te cardinal such
that there is a Boolean a lgebra B of cardinali ty Y. sat isfy ing the stateme nts
(a) a nd (b) of our t heorem (with B substituting B IX ). D oes it follow that
,, =x," ?
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